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No. 3 JANUARY, 1940

Editorial

LookING back at the editorials in past issues of EUREKA weare

somewhat overwhelmed by the mature and fluid styles of our

predecessors. But we intend to persevere; we have noticed

that all magazines of any distinction have editorials and we do

not want EUREKA No.3 to be an exception.

It is perhaps not out of place, on the first birthday of our

journal, to review its position and to discover whether it has

made the growth and progress worthy of so lusty an infant.

How hasit been received and how far has it achieved its objects?

This can be shown most adequately by comparing the sales

records of the first two issues. In Cambridge our sales

increased considerably and in Oxford phenomenally. The

figures themselves leave little room for doubt asto its reception,

but what of its aims? These are, to quote ourfirst issue: “‘. . . to

link together students, researchers, and dons, other English and

foreign universities. We must aim to stimulate informed

discussion, especially as to Cambridge questions. . ..’”’ So far

only Oxford has actively joined us, although several other

British Universities have been approached. Owing to the

outbreak of the war it has not been possible to make much
progress with foreign students.

“We must aim to stimulate discussion.”’ Have we done so?

I think that we have, but, unfortunately,little of the discussion

has ever reached the ears of the editors. We want to receive

articles, letters, suggestions, and, aboveall, criticisms. If you
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don’t like your lectures, write and tell us why. If you don't

like EuREKA or anything contained in it, write andtell us that,

too. There are probably articles in this issue with which you

do not agree: we should like discussion and your ideas on them.

Wehavein this issue for the first, but not, we hope, the last

time, articles written by Senior Membersof the Faculty; we also

welcomecontributions from Oxford, which we hopewill continue

as a regular part of EUREKA.

The next issue of EUREKA will probably appear at the beginning

of next term, but this depends on you. We can only publish

EurEKA if you send us material to print in it. We appeal

specially for articles by members of London colleges now in

Cambridge. Contributions or suggestions should be given to

any of the editors or sent to: The Archimedeans,c/o Mathematical

Faculty Library, New Museums, Cambridge, before the end of

this term.

Lastly, we should like to thank those dons whose generosity

has done so much to smooth the path for the publication of

EvuREKAat so difficult a time.

The Whyand How of the Archimedeans
By THE PRESIDENT

What is the Archimedeans for?
Is it doing the things I think it should?

I wonder how many members have asked themselves these

questions? If many have, that is a goodsign, showing a healthy

interest in the activities of the society—an interest without

which it would becomelifeless and meaningless.

Whatis ““The Archimedeans” for, anyway? In the rules our

objects are set forth as: to study the social, cultural and economic

aspects of mathematics andits relation to the other sciences, and the

history, philosophy and teaching of mathematics in various countries.

That is: by lectures and discussions, and through this journal, we

try to obtain for ourselves a wider background against which

to see, in correct perspective, the mathematics of the university

lectures. For a short while in Cambridge is sufficient to show

that the tripos courses give no idea of the place and importance
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of mathematics in the world outside the university, and while I

think that they should fulfil that function, until such time as

they do we ourselves must bridge the gap as far as possible.

There is also another side to our aims, not specifically men-

tioned in the rules, but which has nevertheless been of vital

importance ever since the society was founded, just over four

years ago. It could be put like this: to look after the social,

cultural and economic interests of student mathematicians. This

is, of course, closely linked with the first side and is in part put

into practice in our lectures and discussions. The social side

is catered for to some extent by the tea-time meetings, while the

other two aspects can best be illustrated concretely by past

activities; the investigation into the employment of mathe-

maticians, around which the society was built up, and a further

investigation two years ago; the enquiry into lecture conditions

three years back, and again last year, and the steps taken to

effect their improvement; affiliation to the Mathematical Asso-

ciation—these have been the chief landmarks in our history.

Howhave wefurthered our aims during the past term? What

~ has been done that is new, and important for all members?

Firstly, the Faculty Board considered our report ontheresults

of the questionnaire onlectures issued last year, and subsequently

some of us discussed it with senior members of the faculty.

From this discussion it seems probable that we shall be able to

set up this term a permanent joint committee between the Faculty

Board and the Archimedeans to consider questions raised con-

cerning the teaching of mathematics in the university, and to

recommend changes where necessary. We hopethat ourelections

to this committee (whose existence is still dependent on the

agreement of the Faculty Board) will take place early in the term,

and that we shall soon see alterations, on the basis of proposals

made in the questionnaire, and of further suggestions which

members may put forward.

Secondly, we circulated for signature a resolution against the

calling-up of students in the middle of their courses, because we

feel that this will lower educational standards andso is against

the best interests of the community. This term we are raising

the issue on the Inter-Faculty Co-ordinating Committee and the

Undergraduate Council, and, if other faculties take it up, a joint

protest to the War Office and others responsible may have some

effect towards reversing the present policy.
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Thirdly, we decided to affiliate to the Undergraduate: Council, a

body which has been growing fast and now comprises represen-

tatives from most sections of undergraduates—political, religious,

athletic, faculty societies and colleges (Cambridge and London).

The Undergraduate Council is taking up all issues affecting us

in the university, and has set up a Conditions Committee to look
into, and where desirable, to press for changes in, rationing

arrangements, availability of libraries and laboratories, lecture

conditions, the rz o’clock curfew, and so on. By affilating we

can have a voice in everything that concerns students as a whole,

we can help the U.C. with information, and it can help us in

getting changes in our faculty. Archimedeans’ members will

have opportunities at our evening meetings to discuss the

activities of the U.C. and make suggestions for further lines

of work.

These are the most important steps that the committee took

last term. We hope that on thebasis of these the society will be

able to go further forward, but for this we need the co-operation

of all our members,in taking part in ouractivities and discussing,

expressing criticism and making new suggestions—not forgetting

that one of the best meansof getting our ideas across is EUREKA.

5-Minute Problem
“It’s very strange,’’ said Archimedes to Euclid, “but at one

of Aristotle’s lectures I attended the numberof physicists raised

to the power of the number of mathematicians was equal to the

number of mathematicians raised to the number of chemists.

Moreover the number of chemists raised to the number of

mathematicians was equal to the number of mathematicians

raised to the number of physicists. And furthermore the

number of chemists raised to the number of physicists was the

number of physicists raised to the number of chemists.”’

“Well,” said Euclid, “I suppose there were equal numbers of
each.”’

“It’s surprising, but there weren’t,’’ said Archimedes, ‘‘there
were more mathematicians than chemists.” _

“Oh!” said Euclid, after a little thought, “then I can tell you

exactly how many there were of each.’’ Can you?

The solution is on page 24. tA Di



Mathematics in War-Time
By Pror. G. H. HARDY

THE editor asked me at the beginning of term to write an article

for Eureka, and I felt that I ought to accept the invitation;

but all the subjects which he suggested seemed to me at the

time quite impossible. ‘My views about the Tripos’—I have

never really been much interested in the Tripos since I was an

undergraduate, and I am less interested in it now than ever

. before. ‘‘My reminiscences of Cambridge’’—surely I have not
yet come to that: Or, as he putit, “something more topical,

something about mathematics and the war’’—and that seemed

to me the most impossible subject of all. I seemed to have
nothing at all to say about the functions of mathematics in war,

except that they filled me with intellectual contempt and moral

disgust.
I have changed my mind on second thoughts, and I select the

subject which seemed to meoriginally the worst. Mathematics,

even my sort of mathematics, has its “uses” in war-time, and

I suppose that I ought to have something to say about them;

and if my opinions are incoherent or controversial, then perhaps

so much the better, since other mathematicians may be led to

reply.

I had better say at once that by “mathematics’’ I mean real

mathematics, the mathematics of Fermat and Euler and Gauss

and Abel, and not the stuff which passes for mathematics in an

engineering laboratory. I am not thinking only of “pure”

mathematics (though that is naturally my first concern) ; I count

Maxwell and Einstein and Eddington and Dirac among “real”

mathematicians. I am including the whole body of mathe-

matical knowledge which has permanent aesthetic value, as

for example the best Greek mathematics has, the mathematics

which is eternal because the best of it may,like the bestliterature,

continue to cause intense emotional satisfaction to thousands

of people after thousands of years. But I am not concerned
with ballistics or aerodynamics, or any of the other mathematics

which has been specially devised for war. That (whatever one
may think of its purposes) is repulsively ugly and intolerably
dull; even Littlewood could not makeballistics respectable, and

if he could not, who can? !



 

Let us try then for a moment to dismiss these sinister by-

products of mathematics and to fix our attention on the real

thing. We have to consider whether real mathematics serves

any purposes of importance in war, and whether any purposes

which it serves are good or bad. Ought weto be glad orsorry,

proud or ashamed, in war-time, that we are mathematicians?

It is plain at any rate that the real mathematics (apart from

the elements) has no direct utility in war. No one has yet found

any war-like purpose to be served by the theory of numbers

or relativity or quantum mechanics, and it seems very unlikely

that anybody will do so for many years. And of that I am glad,

but in saying so I maypossibly encourage a misconception.

It is sometimes suggested that pure mathematicians glory

in the “uselessness” of their subject, and makeit a boast that

it has no “practical” applications. The imputation is usually

based on an incautious saying attributed to Gauss,? which has

always seemed to me to have been rather crudely misinterpreted.

If the theory of numbers could be employed for any practical

and honourable purpose, if it could be turned directly to the

furtherance of human happinessor therelief of human suffering

(as for example physiology and even chemistry can), then surely

neither Gauss nor any other mathematician would have been so

foolish as to decry or regret such applications. But if on the

other hand the applications of science have made, on the whole,

at least as much for evil as for good—andthis is a view which

must always be taken seriously, and most of all in time of war—

then both Gauss and lesser mathematicians are justified in

rejoicing that there is one science at any rate whose very remote-

ness from ordinary human activities should keep it gentle and

clean.

It would be pleasant to think that this was the end of the

matter, but we cannot get away from the mathematics of the

workshops so easily. Indirectly, we are responsible for its

existence. The gunnery experts and aeroplane designers could

TI have been accused of taking this view myself. I once stated in a
lecture, which was afterwards printed, that ‘‘a science is said to be useful
if its development tends to accentuate the existing inequalities in the
distribution of wealth, or more directly promotes the destruction of human
life’; and this sentence, written in 1915, was quoted in the Observer only a
few months ago. It was, of course, a conscious rhetorical flourish (though
one perhaps excusable at the time when it was written).

* To the effect that, if mathematics is the queen of the sciences, then the
theory of numbersis, because of its supreme ‘“‘uselessness’’, the queen of
mathematics. I cannot find an accurate quotation.
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not do their job without quite a lot of mathematical training,

and the best mathematical training is training in real mathe-

matics. In this indirect way even the best mathematics becomes

important in war-time, and mathematicians are wanted for all

sorts of purposes. Most of these purposes are ignoble and

dreary—what could be more soul-destroying than the numerical

solution of differential equations ?>—but the men chosen for them

must be mathematicians andnotlaboratory hacks, if only because

they are better trained and have the better brains. So mathe-

matics is going to be really important now, whether we like it

or regret it; and it is not so obvious as it might seem at first

even that we ought to regret it, since that depends upon our

general view of the effect of science on war.

There are two sharply contrasted views about modern

‘scientific’ war. The first and the most obvious is that the

effect of science on war is merely to magnify its horror, both by

increasing the sufferings of the minority who have to fight and

by extending them to other classes. This is the orthodox view,
and it is plain that, if this view is just, then the only possible

defence lies in the necessity for retaliation. But there is a very

different view which is also quite tenable. It can be maintained

that modern warfare is Jess horrible than the warfare of pre-

scientific times, so far at any rate as combatants are concerned;

that bombs are probably more merciful than bayonets; that

lachrymatory gas and mustard-gas are perhaps the most humane

weaponsyet devised by military science; and that the “‘orthodox’’
view rests solely on loose-thinking sentimentalism. This is the

case presented with so much force by Haldane in Callinicus.+

It may also be urged that the equalisation of risks which science
was expected to bring would be in the long run salutary; that a

civilian’s life is not worth more than a soldier’s, or a woman’s

than a man’s; that anything is better than the concentration of

savagery on one particular class; and that, in short, the sooner

war comes “‘all out’’ the better. Andif this be the right view,

then scientists in general and mathematicians in particular may

have a little less cause to be ashamed of their profession.

It is very difficult to strike a balance between these extreme

opinions, and I will not try to do so. I will end by putting to
myself, as I think every mathematician ought to, what is perhaps
an easier question. Are there amy senses in which wecan say,

1 J. B.S. Haldane, Callinicus ; a defence of chemical warfare (Kegan
Paul, 1924).
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with any real confidence, that mathematics ‘‘does good” in war?

I think I can see two (though I cannot pretend that I extract a

great deal of comfort from them).

In the first place it is very probable that mathematics will

save the lives of a certain number of young mathematicians,

since their technical skill will be applied to “‘useful’’ purposes

and will keep them fromthe front. ‘‘Conservation of ability”’ 1s

one of the official slogans; “‘ability’’ means, in practice, mathe-

matical, physical, or chemicalability ; and if a few mathematicians

are ‘‘conserved” then that is at any rate something gained. It

may be a bit hard on theclassics and historians and philosophers,

whose chances of death are that little much increased ; but nobody

is going to worry about the “humanities” now. It is better

that some should be saved, even if they are not necessarily the

most worthy.

Secondly, an older man may(if he is not Zoo old) find in-‘mathe-

matics an incomparable anodyne. For mathematics is, of all

the arts and sciences, the most austere and the most remote,

and a mathematician should be of all men the one who can:most

easily take refuge where, as Bertrand Russell says,“one at least of

our nobler impulses can best escape from the dreary exile of the

actual world.” But he must not be too old—ttis a pity thatit

should be necessary to make this very serious reservation.

Mathematics is not a contemplative but a creative subject; no

one can draw much consolation from it when he haslost the power

or the desire to create; and that is apt to happen to a mathe-

matician rather soon. It is a pity, but in that case he does not

matter a great deal anyhow, and it would besilly to bother

about him.

Clerihews
WILL treasurer Scorer
Makethe society poorer and poorer?
For, it is said:
The accounts are merely expressions of ideas in his head.

 

Brianchon

Had a penchant

For brandy-and-milk as a tonic.

Which perhaps explains the horrible things he did to a conic.
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Mathematical ‘T'ripos, Part «
i, Examiner: Mr. SmitH, C.A.B.

Candidates are reminded that marks will only be awarded for

i those questions whose number 1s prime to the total number of marks

m gained.

F 1. Do you believe in perfect ideals (but if to-day is not Wednes-

day, write sixpence) ?

2. Who (if anyone) said

(a) I just turned away from the board, and by the time I

got backI’d lost it?

(0) It simplifies things to assume you are in deep water?

(c

—
— Joule was not a practical physicist in the ordinary sense

of the word—he did these experiments from sheer

interest in the subject?

(zd) This series is published in unbounded volumes?

—

e) This is a series skipping four terms?

(f) With the understanding that we must count (p + q)
and (¢ + #) as different if they are different?

(g) When you are speaking to me, remember you are not

| speaking to a gentleman?

3. Would you rather have a cyclide or a cyclotd ?

q Draw a diagram of

(2) A thermodynamicist riding a reversible cycle.

(0) A geometerriding a cycle with oval wheels of constant

breadth.

(c) An algebraist riding a group of cycles.

(d) The camera club riding a hypocycle.

Would these be permitted in All Saints’ Passage?

4. If 8 is an eccentric angle, is cos 6 an odd function? Construct

one that is even odder (Differentiability not allowed any-
where).

5. Differentiate

(a) An ellipse and an eclipse.

(0) An osculating plane and anoscillating plane.

(c) The precession of the equine oxes and an Agricultural
Show.

(d@) The equation of motion and the equation of time.
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6. Disintegrate
(a2) The North Pole, (6) a Maypole, (c) a magnetic pole,

(d) a wireless pole, (e) a simple pole, (f) a simple Pole.

Show by reference to the Zoo that there is a relation

between bare poles and polar bears.

7. Either:—

Consider topologically the problem of a simple curve

from London to Cambridge, by roadorrail, which is not in

the neighbourhood of Ugly, Nasty, Bygrave or Freezy-

water. Ware is the mid-point?

or: You are on Midsummer Common in June, having just

taken Mays. A bus passes going to March. Whatis the

equation of time at New Year's Green,at Newmarket, and

New Zealand? Can Mr. January eat oysters?

Vector Analysis

By K. C. BOWEN

TWENTY-THREE years ago in the January of 1917, Mr. C. E.

Weatherburn of Cambridge made a plea through the Mathe-

matical Gazette for a greater interest in and a wider use of vector

methods; three years later, with vector analysis fast gaining

recognition, he considered the necessity for the inclusion of

vector analysis in a University course and in December 1920,

through the same medium, he put his case before the mathe-

matical world.

To-day the vector position is not as favourable as we might

have wished. Although due recognition has been given by the

Universities, it seems that mathematicians still consider it to

be “‘rather a bother to learn, when you can do things by Cartesian

methods.”? And so I would like to state my case on behalf of

vectors.

When I came up to Oxford I had comeintoslight contact with

vector analysis through a useful little book on /applications,*

but I never thought of using any of the knowledge I had gained,

because, in fact, I had not understood whatit was about. In

my first term I was referred by a lecturer on Mechanics to

Weatherburn’s book,? but as the occasion never seemed to arise

1 Shorter’s Vector Analysis.
2 Advanced Vector Analysis.
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when I met a problem in vector form, I ignored this advice.

I attended a lecture on tensors but found myself completely
baffled, and retired from the unequal struggle. This constituted

my acquaintance with vectors in myfirst university year.

To Professor Milne’s lectures and to a friend who introduced

me to them I owe a debt of gratitude. It was from these lectures

that I learnt that vector analysis does not “just make Cartesian

work easier and is not worth the bother of learning,’ but enables

results, which would otherwise have to be disentangled from a

confusion of Cartesian equations, to be clearly seen. Again I

discovered that although, essentially, vectors were of importance

to mathematical physics and mechanics, they could be applied

to advantage in many branches of pure mathematics, especially

to solid and differential geometry.

After I realised this I began to take a wider interest in

Mechanics, hitherto, as a devout Purist, my béfe noire. I found

myself enjoying schools of problems which I had previously

looked at with dismay and when fate and a new syllabus forced

me to take up Hydromechanics I again lightened my burden by

recourse to vector methods. I found that I was to some extent

turning applied mathematics to pure, but rather than losing

the meaning of a problem as a mechanical argument, I found

myself beginning to understandit.

It is because of the wealth of application and simplification

that vector methods provide that I consider it important that

such a subject should not be ignored until the university course

is reached, for the reason that it then becomes of immediate use,

and it is unwise to risk it’s being crowded out of the syllabus

because it is possible to proceed without it. I think that it

should be an essential part of sixth-form work in schools; that

the vector algebra, which is simple, should be taught early, so

that the applications may be illustrated as the problems occur

and that they should then be dealt with side by side with the

Cartesian methods.

Not for a moment do I suggest an anti-Cartesian front but

rather a vector-Cartesian axis, both methods working together

for the benefit of each. I can, perhaps, do no better than to

quote the words of Mr. Weatherburn, ‘‘The new analysis has
not come to destroy the old but to fulfil it.”

Us



 

What Modern Algebra is About

By P. Harr, M.A,

ALGEBRA has a long history and a concise definition of the

subject is not easy to frame. In the original Arabic the word

is supposed to havereferred to what was then probably rather a

delicate operation, namely, the removal of a term from oneside

of an equation to the other. This is roughly equivalent to our

subtraction, which, with addition, multiplication and division,

constitutes the four rational operations of elementary arithmetic.

The modern development of algebra has largely depended on

the recognition that there are many other operations in mathe-

matics, of a character similar to these four, which require study.

To take a familiar example, the combination of two vectors

by the parallelogram law may be regarded as a sort of addition

and is usually denoted as such. Again, two operations S and T,

which can be performed one after the other, may often be con-

sidered equivalent in their joint effect to a single operation ST,

called the product of S with T in this order. And many other

cases will doubtless come to mind,—permutations and matrices,

for instance—in whichby suitable definitions of sums or products

we may arrive at something analogous to the addition and

multiplication of numbers. |

An operation of this sort might perhaps be called a mathe-

matical conjunction. It would not be far wide of the mark to

say that modern algebra is simply the theory of mathematical

conjunctions.

The classical algebra of ordinary numbers is therefore only

one among many, though naturally it is the most important.

Beside it there stand the algebra of matrices, the algebra of

quaternions, the algebra of logic, and many others with no special

name.
But these different types of algebra are for the most part

intimately related to one another. It is above all by the study

of their “comparative anatomy’’ that the greatest advances have

been made. The key method here has been the principle of

homomorphic mapping, or representation, that is, the mapping of

one algebra on another in such a way that every true equation

of the first maps into a true equation of the second. By studying

the possible maps of a given algebra on to some standard algebra,
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suchas an algebra of matrices, one may learn a great dealof its

structure. This is the subject of representation theory, of which

a masterly account has been published quite recently by Weyl
in his book, The Classical Groups. It is at this point that
modern algebra links up with one of the most fruitful develop-

ments of the last century, the theory of invariants, covariants and

tensors.

The study of algebraic novelties sometimes reaps an unexpected

dividend, as was proved in 1925 with the invention of quantum

mechanics. In this theory, a physical quantity, such as the

energy of a hydrogen atom, is properly represented by a linear

operator, and not, as in all previous physical theories, by a real

number. Algebraically, linear operators behave much like

matrices. The algebra of matrices was by that time highly

developed and readyto serve as a guide to the algebra of operators

made necessary by the new theory. It is to the fact that this
algebra is non-commutative that quantum mechanics owes some

of its most striking peculiarities. |

Of fundamentalsignificance for the whole of the later History

of algebra was the discovery of the theory of groups, due to the

work of Lagrange, Cauchy, Abel and aboveall Galois, the young

French mathematician who waskilled in a duel at the age of

20 in the year 1832. The immediate occasion of this develop-

ment was the impossibility, first proved by Abel, of solving the

general equation of the 5th degree by the same methods which

were successful for cubics and quartics. The historical réle of

the quintic equation in algebra may, in fact, be compared with

that of the axiom of parallels in geometry.

But the importance of group-theory is not limited to this

special problem. It is relevant to every branch of mathematics

in which there are possibilities of symmetry to be exploited.

Symmetry is a quality easier to recognise than to define. But it

can be defined in precise mathematical terms. Andits definition

leads straight to the theory of groups. Every symmetrical

object of whatever kind is associated with a group. Itis on this

association that the applications of groups in geometry and

physics largely depend.

Groups are important also for quite a different reason. For
they are, in a sense, the simplest type of algebraic system; in a

group there is essentially only one way of combining terms,

whether this be written as addition or as multiplication. And it

13



 

is hardly going too far to say that every type of algebra of any

degree of importance is in some sense or other a group. The

group-property is a common bond almost coextensive with

modern algebra as a whole. ai

Another subject which has had a prominent influence on the

recent development of algebrais the theory of algebraic numbers.

Many of the methodsfirst used in this rather special and highly

complex branch of algebra have since found a much wider range

of application, a process which is often spokenofas “‘the arithmeti-

zation of algebra,’ and which has had the result of making the

whole subject much more abstract and less formal in character.

The spirit of this movement is perhaps best expressed by the

advice of Poincaré: “‘I] faut triompher par la pensée et non par

le calcul.”

This does not mean that the old formal kind of algebra has

lost its interest. On the contrary, the modern algebraist is
probably happiest if he can prove someof these old results, in all

their beautiful complexity, by the skilful manipulation of a few

simple general ideas.

The Mathematics of Bridge

By C. H. BrAyBRook

IF we know the position of all the cards in a given deal it is

comparatively easy to determine the best bid, ie. that bid by

either of the partners which makesor saves the greatest number

of points. The solution of this problem of locating cards is

then the fundamental problem of bridge.

Bidding is a meansof giving general, and sometimesspecific,

information to partner (and incidentally to opponents) about

the value of your hand at various contracts. Thusit is a series
of mental pre-plays of the hand based on information received

from the bidding.

When the handis played thirteen more cards are now exposed

and declarer, whose bid was founded on general expectations of

- honours, long and short suits, is faced with the task of translating

his expectations into a more precise form. He must decide

which suit is to be established, which to be ruffed and so on.
The importance of card location is obviously at its maximum
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during the actual play of the hand, and the accuracy or otherwise

of the inferences drawn will, in general, determine the fate of the

hand. There are two methods on which the player mayrely :—

(i) Inferences from the bidding and from leads; examining

the reason for these bids and leads, and also the reason why
these were preferred to any other.

(ii) The use of the theory of probability.

For the purposes of this article the second is of greater

interest, but it cannot be over-emphasised, particularly to

mathematicians, that the first is of greater importance, as its

information, even allowing for bluff bids and leads, is much

more precise than that afforded by probability considerations.

Since the twenty-six unknown cards are divided between two

hands we mayeasily obtain, with a little arithmetic, the following

results :—

If Declarer and partner Opponents’ cards will be
hold —cardsofasuit divided — in — % of deals

6 ‘ee 62%
Soe 31%
Orne 7%
7—O less than 4%

7 4—2 48%
as 36%
snk 15%
6—o Dy

8 3—2 68%
4—I 28%
S50 5%

9 Se 50%
2—2 40%
4—O 10%

10 2—I 78%
3—o 42%

II I—I 52%
2—O 48%

This table, together with the deductions which can be made
from it, is of great use, but nevertheless is not correct. This is
obvious when weconsider the assumptions of the theory—that

the deal is preceded by a perfect shuffle, and that the cards are

in no way different from each other. These conditions are

certainly not satisfied in practice. The division of the cards

into suits, the artificial selection of one suit as trumps, the,

premium placed on honour cards as trick winners are factors
influencing the shuffle, and mean that whenthetricks are gathered

up the pack is arranged in a very peculiar way. The shuffle

usually consists of, at the most, two close shuffles and one or two
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very loose ones, and consequently the arrangement is not by

any means completely broken up.

This incorrectness may be demonstrated by empirical means.

The chances of being dealt thirteen cardsof suit is less than I in

158 x 10° and if we assumethat the equivalent of 2 x 107 people

play 20 handsoneach of 100 nights per year then the phenomenon

should occur aboutonce in four years.

Yet Culbertson having offered {1 for a report of such a case,

supported by affidavit of all four players, has received numerous

instances every year for a few years. Also singletons and

unusual distributions are known to occur rather more frequently

than the simple probabilities would indicate.

Consequently what is needed is an attempt to modify the

theory by introducing a correction to allow for the peculiarity

of the preceding hand. This can apparently only be done with

enormous labour by experimental methods, no one having
advanced any ideas as to how it might be done mathematically.

There is one other way in which some clue may be gained as.

to the distribution. We can write down a four by four matrix

in which each element is the numberof cards of a suit held by a

player, for example :—

N S E Ww
S 3 5 3 2
H 4 3 3 3
D 3 I 6 3

C 3 4 I 5

This matrix is symmetrical in this particular case, and obviously

the knowledge of this fact would be of material use to the players.

In practice we find that we may have 0,I, 2 or 4 rows which

correspond to a column. (It may easily be shown that 3 is

impossible since all rows and columnstotal 13.) By experiment

we find that 2 and 4 are by far the most common,each occurring

in roughly 40°% of cases with 1 in about 15% and 0 in about 5%.
Other useful points which emerge from a consideration of

these hand matrices are, firstly, that if one singleton is dealt,
then in rather more than 50% of deals another one occurs;

secondly, that the number of completely symmetrical matrices
is larger when twosingletons are dealt than when only one.

Also, the matrices in which no row, or onlyone row,is similar

to any column have, in most cases, at least one singleton and

frequently a void. Nevertheless these do still come very close

to symmetry as a 7—4—1—1 hand will be balanced by a
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6—4—2—I suit or a 7-3—2—1 and generally the distribution
of the suits and hands will both be very uneven.
To sum up, we may say that if one hand is balanced (no

singleton) then at least one suit, and generally another hand and
suit, will be balanced, one of the suits having the same or a very
similar distribution. Similarly we may expect the same with
an unbalanced hand, the more freakish it is, the greater the

expectation of other unbalanced hands andsuits.

At present the application of mathematics to bridge is slight
and inferences from the bidding and the fall of the cards are

by far the most important clues for the player. This, to my

mind, is the fascination of bridge, and the introduction of new

and vastly more complicated mathematical tables would only be

of benefit to the first class amateur and professional players.

They would tax the memory even more than the multifarious
bidding conventions at present in use.

Evacuees

Wakconditions in Cambridge have given the University Under-

graduate Council many opportunities of rendering useful service,

and in particular its Evacuee Care Committee has been helping

to entertain those who, because of evacuation, have become the

guests of the town.

The Archimedeans, along with other Faculty Societies, was

asked to collaborate with this Committee in whatever way it

thought possible. Consequently, at the first meeting of the

Society last term all Maths. teachers evacuated to Cambridge

were made. honorary members of the Archimedeans, and, in

addition, on Friday, December Ist, a number of these teachers

met for coffee with members of the Archimedeans, and spent
the evening as guests of the Society. Mr. G. A. Bullen, Maths.

Master at Downhill’s School, Tottenham, opened the discussion

with a short talk on “The Problem of the Problem.’’ It is

hoped to hold several more informal meetings of this nature this

term, and any membersof the Society interested in teaching are

cordially invited to them.

R. E. GODDARD.
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I. Square. 1. The sign of a signalman.
7. Permutation of 14 across. 2. When it was opened the birds

8. Expressible in form 2°. began to sing.

9. 6845°C. 3. The least number expressible
f as a sum of cubes in two

it. [ss + 3)(4 + 1) + 8]dx different ways (reversed).
0 4. Oxygen.

for some integral value of %. 5. Last Christmas.
12. Twice unlucky. 6. These figures could express a
14. Permutation of 6 consecutive normal temperature.

numbers. 10. Part of an oft repeated phrase.
16. Last four digits = first four 11. Connected with most years but

digits = area of a sheet of not 1940.
foolscap. 13. Density of water.
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Ruler and Compasses

By E. C. THOMPSON

Many of the construction problems propounded by the Greek

geometers such as, for example, those of trisecting an arbitrary

angle and squaring the circle, have occupied the attention of

mathematicians for over two thousand years. Asall attempts at

solution have failed and as the problems are elementary (in the

sense that they can easily be understood), they have acquired an

interest quite disproportionate to their mathematical importance.

It was only in the last century that further waste of time was

prevented by the publication of the proof that the constructions

in question are incapable of solution. By translating construc-

tion problems into their analytical equivalents it is possible to.

obtain a criterion of solubility in the form of an analytical

condition.

If we wish to discuss the possibility of a construction we must

state clearly the meansat our disposal; for instance, the quadra-~

ture of the circle is perfectly easy if we use a planimeter, but

quite impossible if we are restricted to ruler and compasses. We

shall confine our attention to the traditional case of constructions

involving circles and straight lines. In order to be able to think

in terms of analysis, we observe that the intersection of twolines,

of a line and a circle, or of two circles is always equivalent to a

rational operation or the extraction of a root performed in a

given numberfield; for in any co-ordinate system the co-ordinates

of the points given by the aboveintersections are the roots of a

quadratic equation whose coefficients are rational functions of the

coefficients in the equations of the given curves. It follows that

a construction can only be performed with ruler and compasses

if the equivalent analytical problem is that of finding a number

which can be derived from given numbersby a finite numberof

rational operations and extractions of square roots. Such a

number is algebraic, ie. it is a root of an equation whose

coefficients are rational functions of given numbers; the analytical

problem usually appears as the solution of an equation, and we

shall therefore require to know something about equations which

can be solved by the extraction of squareroots.

Weconsider only irreducible equations, as the solution of any

equation may be made to depend on thesolution of irreducible

equations. (An equation is said to be irreducible if it has no
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factors with coefficients which are rational functions of the

coefficients of the original equation.) Suppose weare given an

algebraic expression involving only square roots, and wish to

find the unique irreducible equation of which it is a root. It is

first necessary to analyse the given expression in the following

way: we see how many root signs cover a rational term of the

expression, and call this numberthe order of the term, e.g. there

are in the expression

et V9 + Va
Vu + Ve

terms of the zero, first and second orders. We denote the

maximum order which occurs by x. If we consider the expression

% = 3/2 + V/5 + 20/10
which has three termsof the first order, it is clear that this may

be written as

 

% = 3V2+ V5 + 22.75
in which only two termsof the first order appear. We assume

that such reductions have been performed whereverpossible,i.e.

that no term of the 7-th order can be expressed as a rational

function of the other terms of 7-th and lower orders. Now

suppose that Q is a term of the wth order; then x may be expressed

in the form

+ =a + BQ
where a and f are terms of lower order. The product of two

terms of th order may be written in the form

% = (a + 6Q,) + (¢ + d4Q4)O
where a,b,c,d are terms of lower order. Similarly we may reduce

the termsof (y-1)th order, and so on until all the terms have been

reduced. Now byaltering the signs of the square roots in this

expression in an arbitrary manner we obtain 2” conjugate

expressions, not necessarily all distinct. The equation

WH) Bee CA Wa) it Ca ae Aa) me

whose roots are these conjugate expressions, has rational
coefficients; for if the sign of any square rootis altered the roots
of the equation are merely interchanged, and the coefficients are
unaltered; they therefore cannot contain square roots,i.e. they
are rational. F(x) is not necessarily irreducible; but it certainly
has an irreducible factor (x) such that 4(x) = o has the original
expression as a root. All the conjugate expressions must be
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roots of the equation ¢(x) = 0, as the coefficients are rational and

the equation is therefore unchanged by changingthesign of any

of the roots in theoriginal expression; moreover, it contains no

double ue as otherwise it. would hi Ta. It now follows

that .F(x) = c[d(x)]}?; for if F(x (x)[P(x)]?, where F(x)
is prime : d(x), we see that theil of F,(x) are rational

and F,(x) is either a constant or F,(x) = o has roots which are
conjugates of the given expression, and in thelatter case all the

conjugates must be roots; but if that is so, F,(x) is divisible by

(x), and hence F,(x) isa constant. The degree of F(x) is there-

fore divisible by the degree of d(x); but the degree of F(x) is a

powerof 2, and it follows that the degree of ¢(x) is also a power

OF 2;

Hence, if the analytical equivalent of our problem is the solu-

tion of an irreducible equation, a necessary condition that the

construction can be performed with ruler and compassesis that

the degree of the equation shall be a power of 2; the condition,

however, is not sufficient, as we require in addition that the

Galois groupof the equation shall be soluble. We are now able

to rule out several constructions as impossible, e.g. the trisection

of an arbitrary angle, which in generalis equivalent to the solution

of an irreducible cubic. The sameis true of the construction of a

cube having double the volume of a given cube. The impossi-

bility of squaring the circle follows immediately from the well-

known demonstration of the more general theorem that 7 is

not an algebraic number.

A more interesting problem is the construction of regular

polygons; only those having a prime number of sides need be

considered, as the construction of others depends on the construc-

tion of these, e.g. if we can construct regular 3-sided and 5-sided

figures, it is possible to construct a regular 15-sided polygon.

The construction of a regular 1-gon is equivalent to the solution

of the equation **""+ 24"°7+....+%+1=0 Hanis a

prime numberthis equation is irreducible, and we know that the

construction can only be possible if 7 is also of the form 2” +- r.

it can be shown that numbersof this form are not primes unless

h = 2°. We therefore need only consider comparatively few
cases, viz., polygonswith 3, 5, 17, 257, 65537, etc., sides. These

constructions are, in fact, possible, being merely an extension of

the method of solving a quadratic equation by meansofstraight
lines intersecting a circle.
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A Note on Notation
By fi A: Etriorr

Many mathematicians have declared that Mathematics is merely

the Science of Symbolism. We may or may notagree with this

view, but I think all must agree that symbols and notation play

a very large part in Mathematics. Augustus de Morgan once

wrote: “Mathematical Notation, like language, has grown up

without much looking to, at the dictates of convenience and with

the sanction of the majority.’”’ I should hesitate either to agree
or disagree with this statement in its entirety, thoughit is true

of much of the symbolism of Mathematics.

Let us considerfirst ‘the dictates of convenience.’ Oneof the

earliest examples occurs in the Babylonian number system.

Here we have two types of number, one consisting of strokes cut

in stone or brick with a sharp pointed stylus, the other consisting

of semicircles for the units and circles for the tens, presumably

done with a blunt stylus, on clay which was afterwards hardened

to brick. Both had their advantages and disadvantages. The

former was more easily confused with wordsin the script which

were also composedof strokes, while the latter might be spoiled

during the hardening. Later we find the use of papyrus and the

skilled Egyptian stone carving permitting a more varied repre-

sentation of numbers. |

Throughout the next stages in the development of numbers we

find that the individual inclinations of the scribes have no small

effect. One of the most important among these influences was

ease and speed of writing, which led both to a simplification of

the characters (e.g., from (X) to the symbol M for a thousand),

and also to very badly formed numerals, which make so many

Mediaeval documents so difficult to read. Also at this time the

Hindu-Arabic numerals were being introduced and we find

writers using both the Roman numerals and the Arabic in the

same work, sometimes even in the same number,e.g., C27 for 125

(the old form of the Hindu 5 being almost identical with the
modern 7). This again was generally for the sake of convenience
as it usually occurred at the end of a line where it was desirable
that the number should not be split, as, for example, CXXVIII
takes more space than C28.
The introduction of printing brought further simplification to

the numbers, removing all individual flourishes and surplus
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strokes. Printing also. brought about one or two improvisations
in symbols, thus O-O for infinity, which later developed into
our present symbol.

But this was not the only or even the main influence. Other
symbols seem to have developed through an analogy which they
suggested to the writer. Thus we have the sketch of a square
and cube representing the square and cube of the unknown
quantity respectively. Another famous symbol and probably
one of the most widely used is =, which was first used by
Recorde in the sixteenth century ‘‘bicause noe, 2. thinges can
be moare equalle” than two parallel lines “of one Lengthe.”’
The greatest influence on modern notation seems to be due to

other causes than “the dictates of convenience,’ the most

important being the influences of the great mathematicians and

the symbolism they use in their original works. In some cases

this has led to weak notations being adopted either through

national prejudice or because hero worship blinded the disciples

of a great mathematician to the advantages of systems from

any pen, but that of the master. A famous example of the

former case is the Newton-Leibnitz controversy, and also the

still active battle over Vector Analysis notation. Leibnitz seems
to have given much ‘thought to the question of notation as he

used many symbols in his papers and seemed to spend some

time between publishing various works and even between

different editions endeavouring to improvethe notation. Perhaps

one of the mostprolific users of notation was the comparatively

unknown Englishman, Oughtred. He used several hundred

variations in his Clavis Mathematicae. Many of these still

survive in their original or modified form, e.g. x for multiplica-

tion, +, —, which though not invented by Oughtred as symbols

were first used as operators by him, and the following symbolism

for proportion, which has only fallen into disuse in recent years,

a:b::c:d (a modification is still frequently used, for continued

proportion, e.g. a:b:c:d:e = f:g:hi1:k). But we find noneof his

signs used much until championed by one of the greater

mathematicians. To Euler we owe the standardisation of

trigonometrical symbolism, the use of z in its present sense, of

(5) for the binomialcoefficient, e for the base of natural logarithms

and 7 for 4/—I amongothers.

In our own times there has been a considerable development

of notation and notational methods, though no whole-hearted
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attempt seems to have been made to standardise the notations

already in use, even in any one country or university, much less

internationally. The rapid communication of original work

between country and country tends against this divergence of

notation, and unless major controversies arise, there is every

reason to hope that any variations in the future will be onlyon

minor points. It is more to notations already in use that we

must given our attention. In these, variations are considerable,

even in quite basic symbols such as the decimal point and the

division sign, to say nothing of more advanced signs. There
have been several attempts to standardise notations nationally.
In Britain in 1875 the British Association began its work in this

direction by setting up a committee on the subject, among its

members were Stokes, Cayley and Glaisher. In the U.S.A.in
1927 an attempt was made with some success from a different

viewpoint, that of the publisher. A list was made of those
variations of symbolism in general use which could be printed

most economically and with least trouble, the authors of

mathematical works being recommendedto use these symbols in

preference to the other types. I do not think, however, that

many people would agree that our symbolism should be regulated

by the printer. I think rather that we should note the words

of Professor D. E. Smith when he writes: “In considering the

improvement of our present algebraic symbolism, the possible

elimination of certain signs that may have outlived their useful-

ness, the conservation of the best that have come down to us,

the variants observed in passing from the literature of one

country to that of another, it has been found helpful to consider

the earliest history of the subject and the possible unifying of

the best of our present symbols.’”’ Only if we do this shall we

really improve the standard of our notation and in a true sense
fulfil the quotation I gavefirst, “. . . with the sanction of the
majority.”’

Solution of 5-Minute Problem
Putting m = no. of mathematicians, c chemists, p physicists,

one can easily show c = p, whence m*? = cc”,
log m log c
 1.e.

 

m c
log x

x
m>cis ¢=2, m= 4,

 

From graph of it follows that the only integer solution
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The Last of the Classics
J. C. MAXWELL [1831-1879]

By M. W. B. PATERSON

NINETEENTH-CENTURY Cambridge was graced by two of the

greatest mathematical physicists of all time. Both of these,

William Thomson and James Clerk Maxwell, were Scotsmen,

both alumni of a Scottish University, and both members of

Peterhouse, although Maxwell is usually associated with Trinity.

Thomson, who later became Lord Kelvin, made many im-

portant advances in the practical application of physical science,

as well as important researches in the then new science of

thermodynamics, and in hydrodynamics. He is therefore one

of the scientists best known to laymen.

It fell to Maxwell, however, to make one of the greatest

advancesin theoretical physics. His theory of electromagnetism

was the last great achievement of classical mechanics. It was

largely from the subsequent developmentof this theory that the

new relativity theory arose. Incidentally the experimental

investigation of the theory led to the development of wireless

telegraphy.

This remarkable man was born in Edinburgh in 1831, and

spent most of his childhood at his father’s country house at

Glenlair. He was educated at Edinburgh Academy, where heis

said to have been rather a backward scholarat first, and to have

earned the nicknameof “Daftie.”’

His talents soon showed themselves, however, and in 1846, at

the age of fifteen, he submitted his first mathematical paper

“On the Description of Oval Curves” to the Royal Society of

Edinburgh. In the following year he entered Edinburgh

University. He published two more papers during his residence

there, the second being on the theory of elasticity which he

later developed to a higher degree.

In October, 1850, he matriculated at Peterhouse, but moved

to Trinity in December of the same year. He was second

Wrangler in 1854, Routh, the famous coach and textbook king
being the Senior Wrangler. They shared the Smith’s Prize.

After being elected a fellow and lecturer of Trinity heleft
Cambridge to become Professor of Natural Philosophy at
Marischal College, Aberdeen, where he married the Principal’s
daughter two years later.
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By 1860 he had published papers on a wide range of subjects:

on Saturn’s rings, on Faraday’s “lines of force’’—his first

investigation into electromagnetism, and a venture into phys-

iology, with his “‘ Theory of Colours.”’

It was in 1860 that he published one of his two most

important papers on physical science, his ‘‘Dynamical Theory
of Gases.”” Joule and Clausius had already done pioneer work

on this subject, both assuming that all the molecules in the gas

have the same velocity, which is, of course, untrue in practice.
To deal with the problem, Maxwell devised the “‘statistical”’

method. One can say nothing about the velocity of an individual
molecule in the gas, but it is quite feasible to deal with a very
large number of moleculesstatistically. Nowadays,thestatistical

method is one of the most commonly used weapons in the

armoury of the mathematical physicist. The dynamical theory
of gases was developed to a high degree along these lines both

by Maxwell himself and by the .great Viennese scientist,

H. Boltzmann. |
In 1861-62 Maxwell published a paper on “ Physical Lines of

Force.”’ Although this employed a weird and wonderful

mechanism,it led to his great paper of 1864, ‘‘On a Dynamical

Theory of the Electromagnetic Field.’ This waslater enlarged

into his “Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism.”’

Using the generalised dynamical equations of Lagrange,

Maxwell was able to obtain general equations for the electro-

magnetic field. It appeared from his theory that electromagnetic

action was propagated through space in transverse waves

with a finite velocity, equal to that of light. From later

investigations it was found that visible light consists of such

waves. After Maxwell’s death, Hertz managed to produce

waves of much longer wavelength than light—the familiar

“wireless’’ waves. |
This theory of Maxwell’s was one of the greatest achievements

of classical mechanics, but it took some time to achieve general

recognition. By the time it was nearly universally accepted,

Maxwell was dead and cracks were beginning to appear through-

out the structure of classical mechanics. |

After Marischal College had been absorbed into the University

of Aberdeen, Maxwell went to King’s College, London, as

Professor of Natural Philosophy. Heretired to Glenlair in 1865.

In 1871 he was induced to accept the newly-founded Cavendish
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Professorship of Experimental Physics at Cambridge. He was

kept occupied for some years organising and directing the con-

struction of the Cavendish Laboratory, which was opened in 1874.

Almost his last work wasthe editing of the electrical researches
of the Hon. Henry Cavendish, that eccentric genius who, a

hundred years earlier, had anticipated many of the discoveries
of the next century, but who had kepthis researchessecret.

Maxwell spent mostof his long vacations at Glenlair and it was —
there, in 1879, that he becameseriously ill. He returned to

Cambridge and died there on the 5th November, 1879, at the

age of 48.

Book Reviews
David Guest. A scientist fights for freedom. A memoir edited

by Carmel Haden Guest. (Lawrence & Wishart, Ltd.) 2s.

Every student mathematician should read this book. David

Guest came to Cambridge as a Major Scholar at Trinity in 1929,

but soon realised that mathematics does not exist in academic

isolation: a realisation which was shared by those, a few years

later, who founded the Archimedeans. David was no armchair

intellectual. To an increasing degree throughout his student

career at Cambridge and G6ttingen, and as lecturer at University

College, Southampton,his passionate indignation at the injustices

of present-day society, led him to take an active part in politics,

until finally he joined the International Brigade and went to
fight in Spain. Yet he managed to combinehis intense political

activity with a most lively interest in mathematics and
mathematical philosophy; the articles in which he criticises

Russell, Whitehead and Wittgenstein, show a thorough acquain-

tance with their work and a thought provokingoriginality of

comment. The book, planned in conjunction with Professor

Levy of Imperial College, but never completed, would have given

expression to a new outlook on the teaching of mathematics,
and to new ideas which we, who are interested in getting the

best mathematical education possible, would have found

stimulating and a helpful guide. This many-sidednessis typical

of those students who have devoted their energies to jarring the
undergraduate out of his complacency, and to making him work

actively for the defence and extension of the culture which he
values.
Everyone who wishes to understand the growth of the student
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movementin the last few years, and to learn how the powerful

movements at the universities for peace and democracy, and

defence of students’ interests, came into being would find this

book informative and exciting.
David Guest, had he lived, would have been a brilliant mathe-

matician and a successful writer, but the manner of his death

in the struggle for freedom makes it certain that his work and
influence will not be forgotten. W. R.

Pe

Coordinate Geometry. By PROFESSOR EISENHART. (Ginn &

Company.) 13s. 6d.

TuHIs is an American book for the university first year, and I

have only compared it with English books which I usedin last
years at school; so I cannottell how far its omissions are common

to the genus and its merits peculiar to itself. The book deals
almost exclusively with rectangular cartesian coordinates, both

2 and 3 dimensions being treated, and the similarity of the two

cases is emphasised by the use of identical methods. Thus the

idea of direction cosines, rather than of gradient, is taken as

fundamental for lines in a plane. These necessarily somewhat

tedious beginnings—segments and lines, sense and direction—

are very carefully and clearly treated, and no ambiguity of sign

is allowed. The same thoroughness is shownin theclassification

of conics and quadrics. In the chapter on conics there are some

interesting notes, such as the string construction for ellipse and

hyperbola, and the problem of trisection of an angle. So much,

perhaps, for the average reader; what about the more ambitious

one? After a section on determinants of any order, there is an

invitation to essay the geometry of ” dimensions; and there is

an appendix on the axioms of Euclidean plane geometry, and

the adequacy of coordinate methods.
A good many well knownresults are given as examples, but I

think the polar equation of a conic deserves a more important

place. As parameters are explained, why not show their use,
other than in plotting curves, or to be immediately eliminated ?
The parabola would be the obvious example. Another query—

is Fig. 16, showing left-handed axes, really ‘‘the customary way

of drawing three mutally perpendicular planes” of reference?
Finally, let me mention what I noticed first, namely, the good

printing and the unusually good diagrams of quadrics.
UN) asa,
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